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Martin Pollins 

Meditation: If it worked for Steve 

Jobs, could it work for you too? 
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In September, I spotted an interesting 
article by Geoffrey James, Contributing 

editor, Inc.com.  He wrote that Steve 

Jobs probably used recordings 

(mostly music) to alter his mental 

state, change his moods, and keep 
himself creative. 

 

Music is many things to many 

people, but to entrepreneurs it can 

be an essential success tool. 

According to Dr. Victoria 

Williamson of Goldsmith's College, 

London, "Brain imaging studies have 

shown that various parts of the 

brain may be activated by a piece of 

music." 

 

In other words, you can use specific 

pieces of music to "program" your 

brain to think and feel in specific 

ways. 

 

Mr James says that not long before 

his untimely death, Steve Jobs 

accidentally revealed his favourite 

music during a product 

demonstration. “Since Jobs used 

meditation to get creative, it's highly 

likely he also used music to alter his 

moods and states of consciousness.” 

 

Mary Jaksch at GoolifeZEN says that 

mindfulness meditation is a simple 

and effective way to meditate. 

Whether you want to become 

calmer, be more present, or simply 

become grounded, mindfulness 

meditation will help you. 

 

Once considered a mysterious and 

far out Eastern phenomenon, the 

practice of meditation has gone 

mainstream. It’s no wonder. 

 

Phyllis Class RN, Executive 

Director, Allied Health Continuing 

Education, talks about it in terms of 

how it changed her life. She says “A 

few years ago, while in the midst of a 

crisis and so stressed out I couldn’t 

sleep, I discovered what many have 

known for centuries.” She learned that 

quieting her mind by listening to 

meditation CDs enabled her to 

sleep and to function better the 

next day. It also produced a peace 

and calmness that left her wanting 

more. “Needless to say, I’ve been 

hooked on this path to Nirvana ever 

since”, she says. 

 

Now, the point of all this is: If 

mindfulness meditation worked for 

Steve Jobs, might it also work for 

you? 

 

Think about it. But before you make 

up your mind, read this… 

 

Mindfulness could actually 

be bad for you… 
NHS Choices say that it can be 

easy to rush through life without 

stopping to notice much. Paying 

more attention to the present 

moment – to your own thoughts 

and feelings, and to the world 

around you – can improve your 

mental wellbeing. Some people 

call this awareness 'mindfulness', 

and you can take steps to develop 

it in your own life. You can read 

about it here. 
  
Mindfulness is an ancient Buddhist 

practice, which requires paying 

attention in a particular way:  on 

purpose, in the present moment, 

and in a non-judgmental way. This 

form of meditation, embraced by 

business leaders, celebrities and 

the NHS, has become widespread 

in academic research and popular 

culture. Awareness of the breath 

is one of the foundational 

exercises for learning mindfulness 

meditation. It’s a popular starting 

point because the breath is 

something you can always access, 

and the act of breathing also 

serves to regulate your 

physiological state. It serves as a 

valuable anchor for other 

mindfulness practices. 
  
But it may not be as beneficial as 

it has been thought. Sarah 

Knapton (Science Editor, Daily 

Telegraph) wrote on 9 

September.  The practice of 

mindfulness, which emphasises 

paying deliberate attention to the 

present moment, can implant false 

memories, a study found. 

Participants who engaged in a 15-

minute meditation sessions were 

less able to distinguish between 

words they had seen written 

down, and those they had only 

thought about in their heads. In 

fact, mindfulness may make 

memories less accurate says Brent 

Wilson, a psychology doctoral 

candidate at the University of 

California. 
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